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Abstract—An efficient routing algorithm is important for large
on-chip networks [network-on-chip (NoC)] to provide the required
communication performance to applications. Implementing NoC
using table-based switches provide many advantages, including
possibility of changing routing algorithms and fault tolerance,
due to the option of table reconfigurations. However, table-based
switches have been considered unsuitable for NoCs due to their
perceived high area and power consumption. In this paper, we
describe the region-based routing (RBR) mechanism which groups
destinations into network regions allowing an efficient implemen-
tation with logic blocks. RBR can also be viewed as a mechanism to
reduce the number of entries in routing tables. RBR is general and
can be used in conjunction with any adaptive routing algorithm. In
particular, we have evaluated the proposed scheme in conjunction
with a general routing algorithm, namely segment-based routing
(SR) and an Application Specific Routing Algorithm (APSRA)
using regular and irregular mesh topologies. Our study shows
that the number of entries in the table is significantly reduced,
especially for large networks. Evaluation results show that RBR
requires only four regions to support several routing algorithms
in a 2-D mesh with no performance degradation. Considering
link failures, our results indicate that RBR combined with SR is
able to tolerate up to 7 link failures in an 8 8 mesh. RBR also
reduces area and power dissipation of an equivalent table-based
implementation by factors of 8 and 10, respectively. Moreover, the
degradation in performance of the network is insignificant when
using APSRA combined with RBR.

Index Terms—Application-specific routing, deadlock-free
routing, networks-on-chip (NoC), region-based router (RBR),
routing algorithms, router architecture, table-based router.

I. INTRODUCTION

S YSTEMS-ON-CHIP (SoCs) used in embedded systems
are becoming increasingly large, complex, and heteroge-

neous. A typical SoC is composed of several general-purpose
cores (like processor and memory cores) together with applica-
tion-specific cores and special circuitry. In an SoC, the design
of an efficient interconnection structure is an important task
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since it not only determines its computing performance but also
may affect its power consumption, design time, test time, and
fault tolerance. Due to a very high nonrecurring engineering
cost of manufacturing an SoC, researchers and industry have
been looking for a reusable, scalable, and structured solution
to the interconnection problem. This has led to the proposal
of packet switched networks for on-chip communication or
network-on-chip (NoC) [1], [2]. In fact, many ideas and ter-
minology for NoCs have been borrowed from the area of
interconnection networks for massively parallel processors and
clusters.

A. Network Topologies and Routing Algorithms

The network topology and routing algorithm are the two
most important features that influence the network perfor-
mance, cost, and power consumption. Different topology and
routing proposals have been made for NoCs [1]–[4]. Regarding
the topology, fixed tile size-based mesh topology is favored
by many researchers because of its layout efficiency on 2-D
surface and the resulting predictable and good electrical prop-
erties of the signals. Mesh topology also makes addressing of
the cores quite simple during routing. However, a physically
homogeneous network will not always be possible in many
cases. One case is when incorporating cores of different sizes in
the network. A solution to this problem is to allow cores larger
than the tile size to occupy a rectangular area covering multiple
tiles [2]. However, the final layout disturbs the regularity of the
topology. Another reason where the regularity of the topology
is lost is when fabrication faults appear in the form of defective
core nodes, wires, or switches. In these cases, functional parts
of the chip could be still used but its topology may no longer
be regular. The chips manufactured using deep submicrometer
technology also have chances of process and layout variations
resulting in large crosstalk. This can result in glitch or delay
faults which might make communication using certain network
links error-prone with data error rates higher than the accept-
able limits [6]. In these cases, it may be advisable to disable
such links, thus, resulting in a non-regular topology.

On the other hand, the routing algorithm determines the path
that each packet follows between a source-destination pair.
Routing is deterministic if only one path is provided, or adap-
tive if several paths are available and dynamically selected at
switches. Generally, an adaptive routing algorithm is preferable
since it has the potential of achieving higher performance (low
latency, high throughput, and fault tolerance). Routing strate-
gies can also be classified as source or distributed. In source
routing, the source node stores the entire path in the packet
header. Since the header itself must be transmitted through the
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network, it reduces the effective network bandwidth (specially
with short packets). In distributed routing, the packet header
contains the address of the destination. Each switch computes
the next link that will be used while the packet travels across
the network. Distributed routing is preferred for NoCs as the
packet header is reduced and more flexibility and adaptivity
can be achieved.

Distributed routing can be implemented using two distinct
methods. The first method is called algorithmic routing and is
suitable for on-chip and off-chip networks with regular topolo-
gies. In this method, a finite-state machine (FSM) is used for
computing the routing option as a function of the current and
destination node addresses along with possibly other informa-
tion like status of output ports, network traffic, packet priority,
etc. The implementation is very efficient in both area and speed,
but it is topology and routing algorithm dependent. For instance,
the Dimension Order Routing (DOR) Algorithm [7] for meshes
routes packets by comparing at each switch the row and column
(in the mesh structure) of the destination switch. First, dimen-
sion X is traversed and then dimension Y.

The second method uses a table which stores the output
port(s) that should be used for each destination end node [8].
The main advantage of this approach is that the same generic
design can be reused for implementing any network topology
and routing algorithm. It is also much easier to incorporate fault
tolerance with this approach as compared to the algorithmic
approach.

B. Motivations and Contribution

Although there are some proposals to use table-based
switches for building on-chip networks [8], [9], [10] such
designs are not suitable because of the perceived higher cost,
higher power consumption, and lack of scalability when im-
plementing the tables in SRAM memories. Indeed, as the
system increases in size, the memory requirements for building
such routing tables also increase, thus requiring extra memory
resources, exhibiting increased access latencies and power
consumption levels.

Therefore, one open problem is how to efficiently implement
the routing algorithm in a NoC with possibly a non-regular
topology (due to heterogeneous cores, fabrication faults, or
crosstalk). On one hand, the FSM approach can not be used
due to the irregularity of the network. On the other hand, the
table-based approach does not scale with system size. In this
paper, we propose a mechanism referred to as the region-based
routing mechanism (RBR) that will solve this problem. In
particular, RBR will exhibit very low and constant memory
and area requirements regardless of NoC size. Also, the mech-
anism will allow the use of any deterministic or partly adaptive
routing algorithm in any 2-D mesh network with any derived
irregularity (link or switch failure).

Another issue is the selection of a proper routing algo-
rithm for a particular SoC. Many routing algorithms exist
in the literature for off-chip networks that can be applied to
NoCs. However, there are two important differences in current
NoCs that should be considered when selecting the routing
algorithm. The first one is that although the network will be
irregular, usually the failure pattern or topology, will be known

in advance. A common case could be a regular network (2-D
mesh) with some links/switches disabled or failed, or some
cores with larger sizes. Although many topology-agnostic
routing algorithms exist, only one considers the underlying
topology when computing the paths. This is the case of the
segment-based routing (SR) [11] algorithm. By considering the
underlying topology, SR benefits from the remaining regularity
of the network and achieves relatively higher performance.
SR is based on a segmentation process of the network and
a placing of routing restrictions at each segment in order to
guarantee deadlock freedom and connectivity. However, many
patterns for searching segments exist and they may impact on
the final performance depending on the topology. In this paper
we apply the SR algorithm to NoCs in the context of the RBR
mechanism.

Most of the routing algorithms proposed in the literature are
general purpose and have been designed to handle worst case
communication patterns, they assume the possibility of any
node to communicate with any other node at any time. How-
ever, in an NoC system specialized for a specific application
or a set of concurrent applications, the communication graph
is known in advance. After the applications have been mapped
and scheduled on the NoC system, we even have information
about the set of communication transactions which are con-
current and others which are not concurrent. This information
can be used to design highly adaptive deadlock-free routing
algorithms. Such algorithms are called Application Specific
Routing Algorithms (APSRAs) [12]. The most natural way
to implement such routing algorithms is to use forwarding
table-based switches. In this paper we also evaluate the APSRA
methodology in the context of the RBR mechanism.

To sum up, in this paper, we describe the RBR mechanism
for reducing the cost of a table-based switch. RBR is capable of
handling irregular networks. We, then, evaluate the performance
and fault tolerance of RBR in conjunction with two important
routing algorithms, namely SR algorithm [11] and APSRA [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present related work in routing for NoCs. Later, in Section III,
we introduce the RBR mechanism, by describing the required
hardware architecture and analyzing the algorithm used for
computing regions. In Sections IV and V, SR and APSRA
methodologies are described and evaluated when applied to
RBR. In Section VI, both methodologies (SR and APSRA) are
evaluated and compared in view of resources needed for the
RBR mechanism. We also provide area and energy estimations
and compare them against a table-based switch implementa-
tion. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude our work and propose
directions for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Different routing algorithms have been proposed for regular
topologies. The most well known routing algorithm is dimen-
sion order routing (DOR) also known as XY [7]. This routing
algorithm forwards every packet through each dimension at a
time, following an established order. Notice that DOR routing
does not tolerate a single link failure since some destinations
would become unreachable. Also, different partly adaptive
routing algorithms have been proposed for regular topologies.
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Fig. 1. Example of region definitions.

The turn model [13] avoids deadlock by restricting some
turns within the network. Based on this approach different
(west-first, north-last, negative-first) layouts have been pro-
posed for two-dimensional meshes. Unfortunately, the degree
of adaptiveness provided by these routing algorithms is highly
unbalanced across the network, which in some cases results
in poor performance. The Odd-Even (OE) Model [14] was
proposed to solve this issue. This routing algorithm combines
different turn prohibitions at odd and even columns, thus pro-
viding a more balanced distribution of adaptiveness throughout
the network. Unfortunately, none of these routing algorithms
provide valid solutions for failures in general.

To deal with irregular topologies we can use a topology-ag-
nostic routing algorithm. Different topology-agnostic routing
algorithms can be found in the literature, all of them devoted to
off-chip interconnection networks. Examples are smart-routing
(SMART) [20], Depth First Spanning Tree (DFS) [21], Up*/
Down* (UD) [22], Segment-based Routing (SR) [11], Flexible
Routing (FX) [23], and Left-Up-First Turn (LTURN) [24]. All
of them are deterministic in the sense that only one path is pro-
vided for each source-destination pair. However, some of them
may offer alternative paths (partly adaptive routing algorithms).
Contrary to all the proposals, SR benefits from the underlying
topology by using a segmentation process. In particular, SR ex-
ploits the underlying regularity implicit in the topology (for
instance a 2-D mesh). Some topology agnostic deadlock free
routing algorithms which use virtual channels have also been
proposed [16] and [17].

Alternatively, fully adaptive routing algorithms can also be
applied to NoCs. They allow the formation of cycles in the
channel dependency graph (CDG). However, acyclic escape
paths must be provided through additional resources (typically
virtual channels). Although they usually obtain much higher
performance, they have two important drawbacks. The first one
is out-of-order delivery of packets, which for some applications
may be unacceptable. The second drawback is that fully adap-
tive routing algorithms are designed to work in well known
regular networks, thus being implemented in FSM. Thus, in
non-regular networks, extra logic, area, and complexity would
be required.

Regarding routing implementation in NoCs, to the best of our
knowledge there are two significant works focused in reducing
the routing tables and/or routing through irregular networks. In

[10], Bolotin et al. presented a technique for minimizing the
size of the routing table based on a combination of a predefined
routing function and a minimal deviation routing table. This ap-
proach takes into account the communication traces of the appli-
cation in order to achieve considerable reduction of the routing
cost. Unfortunately, the cost of routing increases with the irreg-
ularity of the topology and it does not state clearly how deadlock
freedom is guaranteed. Also, in [8], a method for switch table
compression has been proposed. Although it helps in reducing
the size of the routing table, it is aimed only for application-spe-
cific routing. Also, the mechanism is proposed for minimal path
routing, thus, it is not designed to work in networks with some
failed links/switches.

III. REGION-BASED ROUTING

In this Section, we provide a detailed description of the RBR
mechanism. First, we provide a general overview and the foun-
dations of the mechanism. Later, we describe the circuitry re-
quired for implementing RBR in NoC switches. Then, we ana-
lyze the algorithm used for computing the regions and how the
hardware setup is performed. It has to be mentioned that com-
putation of regions is performed offline, thus, not influencing
network performance. Once computed, region information is
downloaded to switches and the network is set for normal oper-
ation.

A. Basic Idea and Overview

The basic idea in the NoC context is to group destinations
into regions for taking a routing decision at any switch. This
idea is especially natural for networks which have their phys-
ical layout on a two dimensional surface matching with their
logical topology. The most popular topology for NoC architec-
tures, namely 2-D mesh topology has this property. It can be
shown that for such topologies, the number of required regions
is either constant or grows very slowly with network size. All
the destinations within a region are equivalent for routing pur-
poses. Therefore, a few entries in the routing table are sufficient
for storing admissible output port options for all the nodes in the
region.

Roughly, at each switch each region will be defined by all the
destinations that can be reached using the same set of output
ports. As an example, Fig. 1 shows an 8 8 mesh network
with seven link failures. Ports at every switch are labeled as

(north), (east), (west), (south) and (internal). The
Figure also shows the set of bidirectional routing restrictions
defined by the applied routing algorithm (SR has been applied
for this case). A routing restriction is defined by two consecutive
links in a given switch. Both links can not be used consecutively
by any packet in order to guarantee deadlock freedom.

In Fig. 1, some switches have been grouped into regions
. Regions are defined for the switch highlighted

with a circle (this switch will be referred to as the reference
switch). All the packets arriving to the reference switch (or
being generated at its local port) addressed to any destination
included in region necessarily need to use the output port
at the reference switch. Notice that using the port, requires
crossing a forbidden routing restriction or use a non-minimal
route which may be inefficient. The same happens when using
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Fig. 2. Proposed hardware implementation of the RBR mechanism.

the and ports. Therefore, at the reference switch, region
includes destinations that can be reached only through the
port. Also, there are other destinations that can be reached using
only the port (i.e., switches within region ), however, the
mechanism relies on defining rectangular regions for the sake
of implementation, thus, two regions ( and ) are defined
for the same output port.

Notice that regions are defined by taking into account the
routing restrictions provided by the applied routing algorithm.
By doing this, we ensure that the final routing with regions will
not lead to deadlock as packets will follow the routing restric-
tions.

An interesting property of the mechanism is that regions can
be defined for more than one output port, thus allowing the adap-
tiveness inherent to the applied routing algorithm. For instance,
region is defined by those destinations that can be reached
either using the or ports at the reference switch.

The input port from which the packet arrived to the reference
switch must be also taken into account when defining regions.
For instance, at first sight, we can use ports and to reach re-
gion . However, output port should only be used when the
packet does not reach the reference switch through the port,
as it would cross a routing restriction at the reference switch and
potentially would lead to deadlock. Therefore, regions must be
defined based on the set of destinations, the output ports and the
input ports. Notice also that the set of destinations of two re-
gions can be overlapped, but they will differ in the set of input
ports.

To summarize, a set of regions is computed at every switch.
Each region is defined by the possible input ports used by the
packets, a subset of the output ports that may be used and
the potential destinations that can be reached. Additionally,
as regions are defined by rectangular boxes of switches in a
2-D mesh network, we can notate a region for switch as

, where is
the top left most switch and is the bottom right most
switch.

Whenever a packet arrives into a switch, all the regions must
be inspected in order to detect which are the regions suitable
for routing the packet. The routing unit, thus, selects the set of
output ports provided by the matched regions and delivers all
the possible output ports to the arbiter in charge of selecting the
most convenient one.

B. Hardware Description

In this Section, we describe a simple implementation of RBR
for a mesh. Fig. 2 shows the proposed implementation.
The mechanism requires nearly the same functional blocks as
any other NoC switch, that is, from left to right in Fig. 2: the
input ports, the routing control unit (routing function), the ar-
biter and scheduler (selection function), and the crossbar and
the output ports.

The input port for wormhole switches generally requires two
different blocks, an input port controller (IPC) that manages the
input buffer and transmits the status information to neighboring
nodes, and a header decoder (HD) that decodes the header in-
formation of every packet. The packet header should be as com-
pact as possible in order to keep the minimum overhead. Among
other information it contains the destination identifier of the
packet. In our proposal, an absolute addressing is performed,
and the packet ID identifies the and coordinates of the des-
tination [the MSBs indicate the row (RowDst) and the LSBs in-
dicate the column (ColDst)] as indicated in the east port of the
router in Fig. 2. Once decoded, the coordinates of the destina-
tion are compared with the coordinates of the current switch (not
shown in Fig. 2). If equal, the packet is delivered to the internal
port, otherwise, the coordinates are sent to the routing control
unit shown in the center of Fig. 2.

The routing control (RC) unit is made of different logic mod-
ules, one for each possible region defined in the switch. Mod-
ules are composed by three different submodules, the region
matcher, region trigger, and output port selector. Each module
has six registers, the input port (IP) register with one bit per
input port (NEWSI; North, East, West, South, and Internal),
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Fig. 3. Phases in the computation process of regions.

the , , , registers with bits
each (these registers contain the coordinates of the top left most
switch and the bottom right most switch of the region), and the
output port (OP) register with one bit per output port (NEWS)
(this register does not take into account the internal port as the
packets going to the current switch have previously been deliv-
ered). These registers must be programmed before routing any
packet at network boot time. The way register values are com-
puted is described in Section III-C.

Once the packet header has been decoded it is passed to the
RC unit together with the input port identifier where the packet
arrived to the switch. At the RC unit this information is com-
pared with the predefined regions. In order to reduce power con-
sumption a preselection of regions is made according to the IP
registers. That is, we discard checking the regions whose input
port registers do not match with the input port of the packet
being routed. To do this, the RT (region trigger) unit matches
the input port of the packet with the input port register of every
region. The RT unit consists of five AND gates (one per input
port) and a single OR gate. The output of the RT unit is a signal
that triggers the remaining logic for the region.

After checking the input port, and only on success, the logic
determines if the destination is within the boundaries defined by
the region. To achieve this, the row and column of the packet’s
destination are compared with the contents of , ,

, and registers. For this, four magnitude compara-
tors are used at the region matcher (RM) unit. If all the com-
parisons are true, the destination of the packet is within the re-
gion and therefore, the output ports defined for the region must
be considered for routing purposes. Thus, the logic selects the
output ports previously introduced in the OP register. Notice
that the implementation allows different output ports to be se-
lected from the same region (adaptivity).

Once all regions have been evaluated in parallel, all the se-
lected output ports from all the regions that matched the packet
are ORed and passed to the arbiter. The arbiter may choose one
output port based on different criteria. Then, the packet will be
routed to the next switch until arriving to its destination.

As shown, the control unit of RBR can be implemented using
a very simple and fast logic block as it is shown within the dotted
square in Fig. 2. Note that RT and RM units have been serialized
(one is performed after the other). Although such a decision will
increase latency, it will reduce energy consumption. Thus, there
is a tradeoff between the routing time and power consumed.

C. Region Computation Algorithm

The algorithm for computing regions is divided into sequen-
tial phases. Fig. 3 shows the different phases. Initially, as input
parameters, the algorithm receives the topology of the network
and a set of routing restrictions. The network can be a 2-D mesh

Fig. 4. Examples of routing paths and routing options. A routing option is in-
dicated by the input port, destination, and output port.

Fig. 5. Examples of some computed regions. A region is indicated by the input
ports, set of destinations, and output ports.

of any size and with or without failures. As an example, Fig. 3
shows a 2-D mesh with a link failure.

The set of routing restrictions depends on the applied routing
algorithm. Notice that when considering the set of routing re-
strictions all the paths can be computed in a later phase. Thus,
routing is not restricted at this stage.

In a first phase, the algorithm computes the possible set of
routing paths for every pair of nodes. This is a challenging
problem since the number of possible paths can be extremely
high. For this, the algorithm first tries to compute all the min-
imal paths for every source-destination. If, for a particular pair
of nodes, there is no valid minimal path (in case the topology
is irregular), then it searches for paths allowing an increasing
number of misrouting hops. Once a non-minimal valid path is
found, the algorithm switches to the next pair of nodes. Thus,
the algorithm finds all the possible minimal paths and, when
necessary, finds a unique non-minimal path. As an example,
Figs. 4 and 5 show different paths and regions computed for
the 2-D mesh. All the paths have in common the destination
(switch ).

The routing paths are computed and stored in a distributed
way (see Fig. 6 and Table I for a description of the used
functions). In particular, the algorithm packs all the routing
info into a set of routing options. Also, routing options are
grouped per switch where they are applied. Each routing option

is defined by an input port , a destination
, and an output port , and indicates that a packet at

the switch where the routing option is defined, that is coming
through the input port , and going to destination may
take output port . For instance, in Fig. 4, routing options
for switches plotted as a box and as a circle are shown. For
instance, at the box switch indicates that a packet
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONS USED IN THE PSEUDOCODE SHOWN IN FIGS. 6–8

Fig. 6. Pseudocode of the path computation phase.

coming through port going to destination can be routed
through output port.

Additionally, routing options may be packed per output port
and per input port. First, packing per output port is performed.
Two routing options at the same switch are packed if both have
the same input port and the same destination ID. For instance,
routing options and can be packed into
the routing option . Notice that by doing this,
we are representing adaptive routing options.

Once routing options are packed per output ports, further
packing can be done, now depending on the input port. If two
routing options at a given switch have the same destination
IDs and the same set of output ports, then they can be fur-
ther packed into one routing option. The input ports of the
resulting routing option is the union of all the input ports of the
routing options being packed. For instance, in Fig. 6, routing
option has been obtained by packing

, and routing
options.

In the second phase, the algorithm computes the routing re-
gions from the routing options (see Fig. 7). At every switch,
the algorithm groups destinations reachable through the same
output ports at the switch and coming from the same set of
input ports. For instance, Fig. 5 shows some regions computed
for the selected switch. In particular, only regions defined for
output ports and are plotted. The first region includes
switches inside the box defined by switches and . This re-
gion is defined for destinations that are reachable only through
the output port and for packets coming through input ports

, , or . In the same sense, region is defined for packets
using output port and coming through input ports , , or

. Finally, region is defined for packets coming either from
input ports , , or , and can use either output port or .

Fig. 7. Pseudocode of the region computation phase.

Fig. 8. Pseudocode of the region merge phase.

Finally, at the last phase, the algorithm packs all the regions
in order to bound the maximum number of allowed regions
(see Fig. 8). For this, the algorithm takes a third parameter
( parameter) that indicates the maximum number
of regions allowed at any switch. The algorithm will pack
regions by restricting routing. That is, RBR reduces the number
of output ports that can be used at a given switch to reach a set
of destinations. However, the algorithm guarantees always an
output port (i.e., connectivity is ensured).

In order to reduce the number of routing options, the algo-
rithm focuses at switches using a number of regions higher than
the maximum allowed ( parameter). Then, at a
given switch, it compares each region with the remaining ones,
checking if they can be merged. Two regions can be merged if
the combination of both regions defines a box of switches and
the output ports of one of the regions is a subset of the output
ports of the other region. For instance, from the previous ex-
ample shown in Fig. 5, the algorithm detects that regions
and can be merged into one region. Effectively, the output
port of region is a subset of output ports of ).
However, the resulting region will restrict routing. In order to
keep deadlock freedom, the output ports of the resulting region
will result from the intersection of the output ports of the two
regions being merged. Thus, in the example, the output port of
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Fig. 9. Different SR segmentation layouts.

the resulting region is . This way, we prevent the use of
the output port for packets going to .

Although routing is restricted, we expect this limitation to
have a low impact on final performance. There are two reasons
to make this assertion, First, routing is restricted at some partic-
ular switches, thus, for a given path, alternative routing options
will be eliminated only at some switches. Second, the packing
will be performed only at those switches with a high number of
regions. As we will see, most of the switches require a very low
number of regions, thus not requiring packing.

The complexity of RBR is driven by the processes which
compute the routing options and group them to form regions.
RBR mechanism uses as an input parameter the topology and
the location of the routing restrictions. Thus, RBR complexity
does not include the complexity of the routing algorithm.
Routing options are computed for every switch and for every
combination of input and output ports. For a mesh topology
with nodes the complexity of computing the routing
options for a pair of switches is .

Once routing options are computed, they are grouped into
regions. Regions are obtained by searching routing options for
each output port at each switch. Finally, if packing of regions
is needed, the algorithm searches for pairs of neighbor regions
with shared boundaries. As a summary, the overall cost of RBR
is driven by the computation process of regions, thus being

, where is the number of ports per switch.
This analysis represents the worst case scenario when the mesh
has no routing restrictions. The execution time of the region
computation process reduces considerably in the presence of
routing restrictions. Heuristic solutions will be necessary to
handle large networks.

IV. RBR APPLIED TO A GENERAL PURPOSE APPROACH

In this section, we provide an analytical evaluation of the
number of regions required for different topologies when the
application traffic pattern is not known in advance. Thus, any
possible pair of end nodes may communicate. We combine RBR
with the SR routing algorithm using different segmentation pro-
cesses. In particular, Fig. 9 shows two different segmentation
processes, the first one [see Fig. 9(a)] is referred to as
and searches segments from top to bottom and each row in a
different direction. In the second one [see Fig. 9(b)] segments
are searched from left to right and each column in a different
direction. This algorithm is referred to as . Fig. 9 shows

TABLE II
NUMBER OF REGIONS REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT REGULAR

TOPOLOGIES AND ROUTING ALGORITHMS

with arrows the directions taken when performing the segmen-
tation.

For comparison purposes we also show results when com-
bining RBR with the Up*/Down* routing algorithm, either
using a breadth-first spanning (BFS) tree and a depth-first
spanning (DFS) tree . Also, when applicable, the DOR routing
algorithm is evaluated.

A. Number of Regions Required in a 2-D Mesh

Table II shows the maximum and minimum number of re-
gions required for implementing different routing algorithms in
meshes with different size. In the case of minimum number of
regions, adaptiveness is minimized. Table II shows that DOR
can be implemented with only four regions at maximum on
every switch. This is obvious as DOR is deterministic and there
are four output ports at each switch. For other routing algo-
rithms, DFS requires six regions, and both SR and UD require
seven. However, these routing algorithms are partly adaptive
(provide more than one routing option). Indeed, the number of
regions for the later routing algorithms can be reduced to only
four regions on every switch and independently of network size.
Obviously, this reduction may come with an impact on perfor-
mance. Later, in Section VI, we analyze this. Notice also that
the number of regions is constant regardless of network size, as
the structure of the network is the same. Therefore, from that
point of view the RBR mechanism is scalable.

B. Number of Regions Required in a Faulty Mesh

Different networks have been generated from an 8 8 mesh
with up to 10% of different random link failures injected. Such
networks help us to analyze the amount of resources (basically
the number of regions) required by RBR to guarantee network
connectivity. We provide the maximum and minimum (reducing
adaptiveness) number of regions required on each topology-
routing combination. Results are shown as the percentage of net-
works that require a particular number of regions.

Fig. 10(a) analyzes all possible combinations of two simulta-
neous link failures in a 8 8 mesh network. Fig. 10(a) shows the
percentage of topologies requiring different number of regions
for and with maximum and minimum adaptivity
provided. As expected, the minimum and maximum number of
regions required increases to 10 and 16, respectively. This is
due to the increase in the irregularity of the topology and the
need for more regions within the switches. However, 10 regions
are enough for supporting 98% of the cases offering full con-
nectivity and minimum adaptivity in and . At the
same time, 13 regions are required to support maximum adap-
tivity for the 98% of the cases when using and 96% when
using .
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Fig. 10. Percentage of topologies requiring different number of regions with different algorithms: (a) two; (b) four; and (c) ten failures.

We analyzed 12 000 random different combinations of
topologies with up to 10 link failures. Selected results for 4 and
10 links failures are shown in Figs. 10(b) and (c), respectively.
As it can be noticed, the number of regions required to cope
with maximum adaptivity increases with the number of faults.
For , we need 17 regions when 4 link failures exist and
24 regions when 10 link failures are present. For similar
results are obtained ranging from 17 to 28 regions. However, for
minimum adaptivity, regions can be packed more efficiently.
For regions will vary from 9 (4 links failed) to 16 (10
links failed), whereas ranges from 9 to 17 regions.

To summarize, the number of regions required depends on
the regularity of the topology (the number of failures and their
position) and the routing algorithm used. At the same time, the
number of regions is closely related to the number of routing
options. In fact, a way of reducing the number of regions is to
limit the adaptiveness of the routing algorithm. There exists a
tradeoff between the number of regions and the desired adap-
tivity represented by the gap between the minimum and max-
imum number of regions. Such tradeoff is reduced as the irreg-
ularity of the topology increases, therefore RBR switches may
support a bounded number of faults depending on the number
of regions and the desired adaptivity space. As a general con-
clusion, we can deduce that 16 regions at every switch seems
enough to cover all possible cases.

V. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC APPROACH

The traditional way to design a routing algorithm leaves out
of consideration the characteristics of the communication traffic
which will be injected into the network. But now, let us change
the perspective by considering the embedded system domain.
In this domain the system is usually customized for execution
of a particular application (or a limited set of applications).
The knowledge of applications which will be mapped on the
system has been exploited by several researchers to define new
techniques for optimizing several quality indices like perfor-
mance, power dissipation, and energy consumption [25], [26].
In the context of NoCs, a first attempt to exploit the knowl-
edge of the communication traffic to optimize the routing al-
gorithm has been proposed in [12]. The methodology, named
APSRA allows to automatically generate highly adaptive and
deadlock-free routing algorithms tailored for a specific applica-
tion and network topology.

In this section, we briefly describe the APSRA design
methodology, and then evaluate the number of regions required
when implemented with RBR.

A. APSRA Design Methodology

After the task mapping phase of the NoC design flow, we have
a complete knowledge about the pairs of cores which communi-
cate and other pairs which never communicate. This information
is captured by means of a communication task graph (CG). The
CG is a direct graph where each vertex represents a computa-
tional module in the application (i.e., a task) and each directed
arc between two tasks characterizes either data or control depen-
dencies. The communication graph represents the first input of
the APSRA methodology. The second input of the methodology
is the topology graph (TG). The TG is a direct graph where each
vertex represents a network node (either a core or a switch),
and each directed arc between two nodes represents an unidi-
rectional channel.

The methodology starts assuming a fully adaptive routing
function. Based on it, the channel dependency graph (CDG)
[27] is built. In the second step, the Application Specific
Channel Dependency Graph (ASCDG) is extracted from CDG.
The ASCDG is a sub-graph of CDG in which the sub-set of
the direct dependencies are generated by the routing paths
connecting only the communicating network nodes.

If the ASCDG is not acyclic, in the third step, all the cycles
are iteratively broken. To break a cycle, at least one of the de-
pendencies which forms the cycle has to be removed. This step
consists of two phases. In the first phase, the dependency to be
removed is selected. In [12], an heuristic was presented to se-
lect the dependency in such a way that the impact on adaptivity
is minimized. In the second phase, the dependency is removed
simply by restricting the routing function.

Finally, in the fourth step, the routing tables are populated
by using the information provided by the CG and the routing
function.

RBR can be generalized to support communication informa-
tion as presented in [8]. By using the information of nodes that
never communicate the compression level is generally increased
since the process of region packing can be limited only to the
subset of destinations associated to a particular node.

For example, Fig. 11(a) shows the computed regions (as dis-
cussed in Section III-C) for the switch plotted in a black circle
before packing the regions. By using the information stored in
the communication graph, it is possible to compute only the
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Fig. 11. RBR generalized to take advantage of communication information. Regions for switch (3,6). (a) When all the network nodes are considered as possible
destinations. (b) When only actual destinations are considered. (c) After maximum packing.

Fig. 12. Variation of adaptivity for different number of regions under different traffic scenarios. (a) �� ; (b) �� ; and (c) APSRA. We use the definition of
adaptivity (sometimes also referred as degree of adaptiveness) given by Glass and Ni in [13].

destination nodes which will be reached through such switch.
Let us suppose that such destinations are those plotted in the
figure with a black square. The packetization process can thus
be performed on just the regions containing the actual destina-
tion nodes [see Fig. 11(b)]. The number of required regions is
thus reduced if communication information is added to RBR.
As it can be observed from Fig. 11(c), the number of required
regions after packetization reduces to three regions as compared
to five regions when communication information is ignored.

B. Traffic Scenarios

For evaluation purposes we use two sets of traffic scenarios.
In the first set, synthetic traffic scenarios (bit reversal, butterfly,
shuffle, transpose and uniform patters) are considered. The
traffic scenarios belonging to the second set have been captured
from the following real applications.

• MMS: A generic MultiMedia System which includes an
H.263 video encoder, an H.263 video decoder, an mp3
audio encoder, and an mp3 audio decoder [28]. The ap-
plication is partitioned into 40 distinct tasks and then these
tasks were assigned and scheduled onto 25 selected IPs.

• OFDM: A MIMO-OFDM receiver which is mapped on 16
IPs as described in [29]. To support the maximum data rate
of world-wide spectrum efficiency (WWiSE) proposal for
the next-generation wireless LAN systems, some of IPs
have been parallelized to multiple IPs.

• MPEG-4: A MPEG-4 decoder mapped on 12 IPs as de-
scribed in [30]. In this application, many of the IPs com-
municate with each other through a shared SDRAM. This
makes this traffic similar to the hot-spot traffic.

• VOPD: A Video Object Plane decoder mapped on 12 IPs
as described in [30]. Here, half or the IPs communicate to
more than a single IP.

All the previously described applications have been mapped
on a 8 8 mesh-based NoC architecture by using the topo-
logical mapping algorithm presented in [31]. As the number
of IPs is lower than the number of tiles, a set of tasks gen-
erating uniform communication traffic patterns have been ran-
domly mapped in the remaining unallocated tiles of the mesh.

C. Number of Regions Required for Varying Traffic Classes

Under the hypothesis of a regular design in which all the
switches of the NoC are the same (i.e., they are multiple in-
stances of a reference switch design which implements the same
number of regions), Fig. 12 shows the number of regions each
switch must implement to cover the source-destination paths de-
fined by the original routing table and the communication graph.
For each routing algorithm and for each traffic scenario, the
graphs show the variation of adaptivity for different region bud-
gets. As can be observed, for all the traffic scenarios considered,
a switch implementing six regions is able to manage both SR
and APSRA routing algorithms without any appreciable loss in
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Fig. 13. Percentage increment in saturation pir using ��� as baseline.

Fig. 14. Delay variation under (a) MMS traffic and (b) VOPD traffic.

adaptivity. For APSRA, in particular, four regions are enough
with exception of bit-reversal and uniform. In fact, the high de-
gree of adaptiveness which characterizes APSRA translates in
more chances of using the same region to incorporate more des-
tinations. It is possible, however, to reduce the cost of the switch
by lowering the number of regions down to two. In this case,
some routing restrictions have to be applied with a consequent
negative impact on adaptivity. The decrease in adaptivity ranges
from 2% to 5% for APSRA and from 3% to 27% for SR (both

and ).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF APSRA
AND SR WHEN USING RBR

In this Section, we evaluate performance of different routing
algorithms using Noxim [32], a flit-accurate NoC simulator
developed in SystemC. As performance metrics, we use
throughput and average delay .

We performed the experiments on 8 8 networks using
wormhole switching with a constant packet size of 8 flits.
The maximum bandwidth at each link was set to 1 flit per
cycle. Switches have an input-buffer size of 4 flits and random
selection policy at the arbiter for adaptive routing algorithms.
For synthetic traffic, we use Poisson packet injection distri-
bution while for the real traffic scenarios, we use self-similar
packet injection distribution as it has been observed in the
bursty traffic between on-chip modules in typical multimedia
and networking applications [33]. We evaluated the full range
of traffic density, from low load to saturation. For each load
value, latency values were averaged over 60 000 packet arrivals
after a warm-up session of 30 000 arrived packets. The 95%
confidence intervals are mostly within 2% of the means.

Fig. 15. Delay variation under (a) Butterfly and (b) Shuffle traffic.

Fig. 16. Percentage reduction in saturation pir when maximum compressed
routing tables are used.

We conducted the evaluation in two separate scenarios. First,
we compared different routing algorithms (odd-even , ,

, , , ) with an unbounded number of
regions (up to 8 regions are enough for the 8 8 network used)
and without compression (packing) of the routing options. Here,
we obtain the performance achieved by the algorithms when
they offer their maximum possible adaptivity. Then, in a second
scenario, we bound the number of regions down to four, thus,
decreasing the adaptivity provided by the algorithms to their
minimum in order to analyze how much performance is lost.

A. Unbounded Comparison

The described routing algorithms are analyzed under different
traffic scenarios in the 8 8 mesh network with no link failures.
In this scenario, our switch model uses an unbounded number
of regions (eight are enough) in order to achieve the maximum
network adaptivity offered by the routing algorithms.

Fig. 13 presents the percentage of increase in saturation
packet injection rate (pir) achieved by the different routing
algorithms with respect to the results obtained by the
algorithm under different traffic patterns. The saturation pir is
the value of the packet injection rate at which an increase in
the applied load does not result in linear increase in throughput
[34]. We calculate the saturation pir as the packet injection rate
at which throughput stops increasing linearly with pir and its
slope drops more than 5% from the previous averaged slope.

As we can observe in Fig. 13 APSRA behaves very well
in real traffic applications (MMS, MPEG-4, OFDM, VOPD)
achieving for VOPD traffic up to 25% of increase in saturation
pir. Note that APSRA is the only routing algorithm designed
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Fig. 17. Delay variation for uncompressed (solid line) and maximum compressed (dashed line) routing tables under (a) Bit reversal traffic, (b) Uniform traffic,
(c) MMS traffic, and (d) VOPD traffic.

from the communication graph. Fig. 14 shows the delay charac-
teristics for the real traffic scenarios considered. In fact, APSRA
obtains minimum average delay in all cases with VOPD traffic
being the one that benefits the most. Another observation from
Fig. 13 is that achieves higher throughput than the rest
of routing algorithms for the uniform traffic pattern. This result
is well known as behaves even better than fully adaptive
routing algorithms in regular meshes. However, for other traffic
patterns obtains significantly lower network throughput.
It can be noticed that , , , and benefit from
their adaptiveness for bit-reversal, shuffle, and transpose pat-
terns (also, and achieve higher network throughput
for the butterfly pattern).

Fig. 15 shows the delay and throughput variation for different
values of packet injection rate under butterfly and shuffle traffic.
As it can be observed, SR and UD perform better than APSRA
in terms of average delay and throughput. This is an interesting
result. In fact, APSRA offers full adaptivity for this traffic pat-
terns (degree of adaptiveness equal to one). However, from the
average delay point of view APSRA does not perform so well.
This can be seen as an informal proof that high adaptivity does
not always mean better performance. Based on this observa-
tion, we predict that RBR will not suffer significant performance
degradation with the loss in adaptivity due to the reduction in the
number of regions. In the next section, we test this hypothesis.

B. Bounded Comparison

In Section IV, we quantified the minimum number of regions
required to provide deadlock freedom and full connectivity for
different routing algorithms. As stated, four regions are enough
to guarantee deadlock freedom and full connectivity in regular
meshes. In this section, we bound the number of regions within
a switch to four in order to analyze how the reduction translates
into performance penalties.

Fig. 16 presents the percentage of the reduction in
for all traffic scenarios when maximum

compressed routing tables are used. It is interesting to note that
there is not appreciable performance degradation for APSRA
in almost all the traffic patterns (synthetic and real applica-
tions). Indeed, APSRA has been designed to achieve maximum
optimization of the routing options. It requires few regions
and performs very well in comparison to the other routing
algorithms. routing does not present significant drop in
performance (less than 30%) due to the poor performance pre-
sented in the previous unbounded scenario. As it is well known,

Fig. 18. Network throughput. 8� 8 mesh with an increasing number of fail-
ures. SR with eight regions.

tends to saturate very early as it concentrates the traffic
around the root node. Both and suffer a significant
drop in network throughput for uniform, bit-reversal, shuffle,
and transpose traffic patterns. This is due to the reduction in
adaptivity. We need to bear in mind that this is the worst case
scenario where the algorithms acquire a totally deterministic
behavior.

This fact is confirmed in Fig. 17 where we can appreciate
the variation of the average delay for the most representative
synthetic (bit-reversal and uniform) and real (MMS and VOPD)
traffic scenarios. We can observe here how and both cases
of loose up to 40% of its throughput. To summarize, when
using minimum number of regions performance of general pur-
pose routing algorithms is considerably reduced due to reduc-
tion in routing options, but APSRA maintains its performance
intact due to the nature of its design.

Let us now analyze the degradation in performance as we
increase the number of failures in the network. The goal of this
final analysis is to determine the number of regions required to
achieve acceptable levels of performance and fault tolerance. In
Section IV, we also explored the number of regions required to
tolerate up to ten link failures while providing some adaptivity.
As we stated early, with 16 regions we are able to tolerate up to 7
link failures offering minimum adaptivity and full connectivity
for the 99% of cases using and .

Fig. 18 shows the throughput degradation with an increasing
number of link failures for different traffic patterns [throughput
achieved in a mesh network with no link failures (0F) is in-
cluded]. Our switch is provided with just eight regions, this case
is within the 40% of cases that achieve minimum adaptivity with
eight regions. As the number of failures increases, the number
of routing options eliminated to keep the number of regions con-
stant increases, thus, performance decreases due to the irregu-
larity of the network and the decrease of adaptiveness. As we
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Fig. 19. (a) Area, (b) delay, and (c) power of the block implementing the routing table (TB) and the region-based mechanism (RB). (d) Area and (e) power of the
entire switch.

can see, the performance degradation for hot-spot and transpose
traffic is less than 25%. For the rest of patterns, throughput de-
creases 30% for bit-reversal and uniform, 25% for butterfly, and
40% for shuffle. Therefore, as it was expected, the performance
of the network decreases as the number of failures increase up
to the point that network throughput becomes constant.

It is worth to note some unexpected performance variations
as the number of failures increase. For example, in hotspot
traffic, configurations with 2 and 4 failures achieve slightly
better results than configurations with 1 and 3 failures. These
results are due to the way the routing algorithm is reconfigured,
some routing restrictions are changed and also different adap-
tive routing options are considered. In these particular cases,
the presence of these new failures help to balance better the
traffic across the network. The overall throughput degradation,
however, is consistent.

C. Area and Energy Cost Evaluation

Routing with forwarding tables requires a table with as many
entries as the number of nodes and input ports, even more, every
entry needs to store the different number of ports returned by the
routing function. Hence, the cost of this alternative is ,
where is the number of nodes and is the number of ports.
However, if we consider mesh topologies and minimal routing,
the set of admissible output ports returned by the routing func-
tion has cardinality of two at maximum. Therefore, in this case,
the routing table has a cost of bits. As it can be seen,
for memory-based solutions the overall requirement of memory
grows linearly with the network size. Contrary to this, the re-
gion-based routing requires per region no more than 30 gates,
four registers of size ( , , , and

registers), one register with bits ( register) and a
register with bits ( register).

The modules implementing the routing function in an
FSM-based switch (FSM), in a table-based switch (TB), and
in a region-based switch (RB) have been designed and syn-
thesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped on a
90-nm technology library from TSMC. The FSM-based switch
implements the routing algorithm. 16 regions were used
for the region-based switch and a table of bits for the
table-based implementation. In both scenarios, we considered
64-bit, 4-flits FIFO input buffers. The area, delay, and power
figures of the three switches for different mesh sizes are shown
in Fig. 19(a)–(c). As expected, TB is much more expensive than
FSM and RB both in terms of area and power dissipation. For
instance, for an 8 8 mesh, RB requires 8 less area and 10
less power than TB. However, in terms of delay, the advantages

Fig. 20. Breakdown of area, power, and delay for different mesh sizes.

of RB are evident for mesh sizes greater than 4 4. Comparing
FSM with RB, with the exception made for the area which
increases by a factor 3, RB does not exhibit important overhead.
Delay and power increase less than 1% and 8%, respectively,
which can be considered low enough if compared with the
overall performance and flexibility improvement provided by
RB. However, it should be pointed that such overheads refer
to the module implementing the routing function only and not
to the entire switch. Fig. 19(d) and (e) show area and power
dissipation of the entire switch. As it can be observed, both the
area and power weight of a region-based switch are close to
that of an FSM-based switch. For instance, for a 16 16 mesh,
in terms of silicon area, a region-based switch is less than 4%
more expensive than an FSM-based switch and more than 55%
cheaper than a table-based switch. In terms of power consump-
tion, a region-based switch is less than 1% more expensive
than an FSM-based switch and more than 45% cheaper than a
table-based switch.
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Fig. 20 shows the breakdown of area, power, and delay in
the switch. As it can be observed, the routing module affects
the overall area and power budget by only a few percent. FIFO
buffers and crossbar dominate the design both in terms of area
and power consumption when routing table implementation
is used in small meshes, but while increasing the size of the
network, routing tables start to represent a major contribution.
For example, for a 16 16 mesh, routing tables contribute
almost 60% of the switch silicon area, and 50% of the switch
power. Although the critical path is dominated by the latency
of the crossbar, the routing function computation (performed
by means of either routing table or using the region concept)
starts also to be significant with the increase of the mesh size.
For a 16 16 mesh such contribution reaches 40% for the
table-based switch and only 30% and 28% for the region-based
implementation and FSM implementation, respectively. Finally,
the contribution in both silicon area and power dissipation of
the block implementing the region-based routing is negligible
as compared with the FIFO buffers and crossbar. In addition,
they are quite insensitive to the network size. All of this clearly
shows the benefits in latency, power optimization and area
that the region-based switch brings for large networks when
compared to direct table-based solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient scheme to
reduce the memory requirements in table-based switches for
NoCs. RBR reduces area requirements and makes the option
of table-based switch design practical. RBR can be applied
to any topology and any routing algorithm. Indeed, we have
applied RBR to two distinct routing algorithms, namely SR
and APSRA, in regular mesh networks and irregular topologies
(derived from mesh networks).

Evaluation results show that RBR keeps logic requirements al-
most independent on network size. The number of regions re-
quired by RBR depends on the regularity of the topology, the
number of routing options (degree of adaptivity) and the routing
algorithmused.Withonlyfour regionsseveral routingalgorithms
for a 2-D mesh can be applied with no performance degradation.
By using up to 16 regions in a 8 8 mesh we are able to tolerate
up to 7 link failures offering for 99% of all the cases. Moreover,
latencyand throughputperformance isnotaffectedwhenAPSRA
iscombinedwithRBR.Finally, for largenetworks,RBRachieves
the same performance ass table-based solutions with much less
area requirements and power consumption levels.
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